Adapting Your
Study Habits
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If you find that more of your coursework and
teamwork have to be online and remote, your study
habits may need to change. Here are some
strategies to keep in mind:

□

Stay Organized

•
•
•

Things to keep track of for each class:
• What are the in-person parts of this course?
Where can you find it or how do you access it?
• Are assignments changing? Are there new
due dates or new ways to submit these
assignments? • Are any quizzes or exams
being offered virtually? • Is your course
offering virtual office hours? When and on
what platform?

Avoid multitasking
When you multitask, assignments take
longer, you’re more likely to make mistakes,
and you’ll remember less. Instead, consider
monotasking: •Focus on one thing at a time.
•Take breaks between tasks. •Consider the
“pomodoro method”: focus for 25- or 50minute periods and then reward yourself
with 5- or 10-minute breaks. Access the
tomato timer here.

□

Make the most of video lectures

To prevent you from falling behind, stick to
your instructor’s schedule as much as you
can. Find out how to ask questions. Is there
a chat feature or a discussion forum? Close
distracting tabs and apps. Take notes as
you would if you were there in person.
Watch recordings at normal speed (faster
playback speeds worsen learning).
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□

Set a schedule
Although these days you may have fewer
social commitments, group meetings, or
work hours, setting a schedule for yourself
can help provide structure and keep you
motivated. Try to keep a weekly or daily
calendar to organize your time. Include
time for exercise and self-care. This
template can be helpful.

Adopt new strategies
•

□

See if you can recreate at home the kind of
environment that helps you study. If you
need background noise, consider a white
noise app. If you always study in groups,
try a virtual or even phone-based group
study session. If you thrive on tight
timelines, but now have a more open
schedule, think about how to set up a
schedule that can recreate that for you.

Work with a group or team

□

Remote collaboration will look a little
different, but it is definitely possible. • Try
not to procrastinate. • Meet regularly,
especially if you usually touch base during
class or lab. • Set a purpose for meetings
and use a shared notes document. • Keep
videos open when you can. • Check on each
other and ask for backup.

□

Stay connected to other people
Connecting with family and friends might
be more important than ever. Staying in
touch with instructors, classmates, and
group mates is still important for
continued classwork. Here are a few
ideas: • Schedule video calls with friends
and family.• Attend virtual office hours
or study groups so that you can stay up
on your coursework.

Please remember, this is temporary.
You’ll find your way and get back on track.
Adapted from University of Michigan, Academic Innovation. See original article here.
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